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Railspectech
Railspectech was founded in 1987 by Georges E. Vezina,
President. For over 25 years now, we serve an international
clientele of the railroad industry. We have built our
excellent reputation on hard work, the suppleness of our
interventions as well as our capacity to precisely meet our
client’s objectives. We are very proud of those.
More than 250 000 thermite welds, thousands of track
kilometers and thousands of rail car axles have been
examined with our systems and equipments. Our expertise
in the railroad sector is unsurpassed as far as ultrasound is
concerned.
Georges E. Vezina, President, acts as an authority. His
expertise is solicited throughout the world for more than 40
years. His accomplishments for this industry are numerous
and many serve as best practices in that field.
We bring to our customers our:
Vision: Bring to industries adapted and innovative nondestructive ultrasound technology applications.
Mission: From its innovative technology linked to best
practices, make materials quality control through ultrasound
applications a real value added for our customers.
Values:
Prioritise well done work for the benefit of our customers.
Understand effective customer’s needs for the most efficient
solutions.
Respect of project goals, time frames, deliverables and
budget.
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Training
Railspectech offers adapted training programs linked to
technology applications developed for our customers. Each
technology comes with a specific training for real knowledge
transfer through theoretical, technical and practice classes.
Over the years, we have trained more than 500 operators
and technicians over the subject of ultrasound technologies
and systems. Each training proposes a series of exams on
theory and acquired techniques that successfully
accomplished lead to a Railspectech certification and a
competence recognition.
Trainings are moulded on the technologies acquired from
Railspectech and are adapted to the students attending
classes. Practice workshops are always part of the trainings
making sure knowledge and competencies are acquired
by the students so they are immediately productive on the
job.
Finally, the wide array of services linked to NDT projects
make us a highly knowledgeable firm capable on intervening
on about any problem. From system design and production
to project management, data collection and analysis to
effective operational components examination whether it be
rails, wheels or car axles, we can do it.

Railspectech onsite training
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Advantages of the Quintech Technology
This technology proposes perfect positioning of the probes in
a light and easy to maneuver skate.

Quintech clog (sliding skate)

Set at precise angles with perfect Hertz frequencies,
the probes are integrated in a transducer box, fully
protected from the elements.

Quintech transducer box packaged for delivery.
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They allow for a complete scan of the rail making sure
your lecture is integral and you don't miss potential
defects. The control is fast and reliable. Quintech evens or
surpasses any AREMA or IUR (International Union for
Railways) norms.

Probes profiles from the box in the rail

Versatility
Quintech works both on a Road-rail (Hi-rail) vehicle as well
as moved by a technician on the track. Effectively, Quintech
proposes a cane that is removed when the system is
propelled by a vehicle and pushed in the clog (sliding skate)
when the system needs to be manoeuvred slowly by a
technician to re-examine and qualify a precise defect.

Quintech with detachable cane and coupling lubricant.
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Suppleness
Quintech adapts to any testing need you may have.
Whether you operate a mining railway with less than 500
Km of tracks or a metropolitan light transit system, Quintech
will deliver over and above expectations.
With two skates and transducer boxes you will test both rails
fast. You will be able to detach the sliding skates from their
arms and use them independently man walked and test one
weld or defect at a time, slowly go over your crossings for
secure and easy maneuvers using the light ⃰Duo-rail
portable trolley.

Man walked trolley for crossing, short runs, specific areas.

⃰Available on demand.
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Budget
Quintech is the most affordable ultrasound system on the
market in the light segment. No other system in the world
will give you equivalent performances at that price.
System description
Quintech ultrasonic technology for rail inspection is designed
to detect all flaws in the rail from the head to the base and
in the web.

In conformity with AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering norms: Rail Potential defects

Quintech leaves no room for defect error. Every time it
spots a defect it validates 5 times or more, as for when it
perceives it ends. There is no improvisation.
Defect position
Rejection level
Amplitude detected
Validated after N
exceeding signals

Validated after N exceeding signals

Measuring the length of a defect
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Conception
Quintech is light and has been conceived to be easily
handled by users. It is built in simple parts that make
equipment renewal or replacement fast and affordable.
Aside from the software and computer parts, Quintech
proposes three main devices: the clog or sliding-skate that
is built in aluminum and rust proof, it holds the transducer
box containing the sets of ultrasound transducers. The
holding arm is the third main part of the system. It simply
links the clog to the vehicle whether it is a Hi-Rail or a
trolley.

Quintech process.

You may eventually choose to specialize your tests for
certain types of welds, for a certain section of your track.
Doing so, you will want to install a unique type of transducer
box. Easy with Quintech. Simply take out the one in the
clog and install your new transducer box. A one minute
operation.

Quintech connected to a trolley
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Contact type
Quintech is a contact type system. Like any other contact
type system, transducers need to be in touch with the head
of the rail otherwise ultrasounds cannot penetrate and travel
properly in the material. Our sliding-skate is equipped with
supra-alignment wheels that don’t allow for miss contact of
the transducers. Their design is unique and in this task they
benefit the induced magnetism for a perfect guidance on the
head of the rail.
Moreover, our software never sleeps. It tests itself
continuously. When coupling fails under one transducer, it
is systematically printed on the report, exactly at what place
of the track the failure occurred.

Quintech verifying coupling in bleu every time a crystal transmits an ultrasound
signal in red

Measurement system principle
Expertise is crucial to ultrasound. Knowledge is the one
element that will make the difference between an ordinary
system and a very good one.
At Railspectech, we are closely linked to our initial partners
since more than a quarter century. We believe in long
lasting relationship because good partners make everyone
greater.
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In the design of a transducer-box, the choice of your
transducers, their frequency, power, angle and the way they
will be placed in their holder frame is crucial to reliable
testing. At Railspectech, each box is a project; each
transducer is certified, tested and positioned in the best
possible slot for the task demanded.
Quintech proposes a transducer box that allows for total
examination of the rail:
. Two (2) simultaneous lines of data, one for each rail, with:
. Two (2) Transducer-boxes, one for each line of data, each
one incorporating:
. Two (2) simultaneous E/R exterior angle transducers,
Piezzos in parallel,
. One (1) interior angle transducer reflection mode, left
external orientation,
. One (1) interior angle transducer reflection mode, right
external orientation,
. One (1) straight transducer in reflection mode

Quintech transducer box from top.

Defect finding is clear with five crystals perfectly positioned.
Blurring is minimized when compared to systems proposing
too many transducers that have the operator confused about
what is and what is not a flaw in the rail.
Too many transducers don’t make a better inspection; too
many transducers can interfere and lead to confusion.
Quintech eliminates doubt by using the perfect amount of
transducers, the best angles and the most accurate
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frequencies for the job. Nothing is missed from the base to
the head thru the web.
Finally, Quintech proposes a programmable speed. Easy to
set at screen level, you can establish the exact speed that is
right for your morning test and go. Graphs, screens,
printers will display exactly that. The programmable speed is
up to 25 Km/hr (15 M/Hr) at 2000 Hz/rail.
Material Equipment
Quintech comprises two sliding skates holding one
transducer box each. Included, are manual or automatic
leveling/holding hinged arms that will adapt to a Hi-rail
vehicle or a trolley holding apparatus that fits between the
wheels.

Quintech vehicle pull-push carrier
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Also, our system is unique in proposing an adjustable cane
that is inserted into the clog for manual and man-walked
examinations of defect on small sections of a track,
crossings, yards and welds.

Quintech clog ( sliding skate).

That is without purchasing any other element of the system,
Quintech allows for a rolling skate to be detached from its
support and be utilised as such with a simple cane pushed
by an operator walking.

Man-walked cane.
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The two (2) transducer boxes incorporate RST Super
crystals at angles that will vary: 0”, 35”-45”, 65”-75”.

Quintech transducer box from side with adjustable hooks for fast and easy removal.

Warnings for defects
A siren will alarm you when a signal is perceived outside of
the limits you set for it. At this point, when a defect is
found, a light appears on the screen, a buzzer sounds and a
warning light flashes in the cabin of the vehicle and the
exact point of the defect is automatically painted on the
track itself for easy location afterwards.

Warning lights

Main screen with warning lights on the right (Red, yellow, purple).
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Software Equipment
It is:
. Industrial Rack PC 19" with keyboard-mouse and
separated 17” Screen, with ultrasound function and
information processor,
. Programmable 2 lines SFT/RST Card 4001H PCI with
incorporated digitalization, and 2 independent data lines of
measures per Card,
. Timing included and generated by SFT5010 Card and
associate Coder.
. Power supply sector 110 V single 500VA max, (TBD),
. Four (4) ultrasound cards with SFT4001HPCI
digitalization
. One (1) timing Card SFT5010,
. One (1) coder 500p/rotation,
. One (1) laser printer B/W,
. One (1) PC Process for data acquisition.
. Four (4) coax. BNC connections,
. Programmable pace by internal clock coder
enslaved,
. One (1) set-up menu,
. One (1) settings menu per memorized data line,
. One (1) AScan 4 simultaneous lines menu with 4
lines chart in length,
. Screen settings (This project):
590.55‘ in resolution of 0.03”
656.16’ in resolution of 0.02”
682.41’ in resolution of 0.03”
853.01’ in resolution of 0.04”
. Speed control setting with keyboard,
.Ultrasound impulsions (This project):
(+/- 1 Point Maximum for every 5 mm (0.19”)
or 10 mm (.039”) of rail tested, by data lane
measure.
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Also, Quintech software makes sure your information
reflects reality. Signals are always offered at real analog
peak detected with perfect damping adjustment.
Analog value
Digitized value
Damping values

Quintech damping technology

Software information
The RST/SFT UT Tester MX-UT runs with MS-DOS 7.1 in
association with Windows 98. Windows 98SE is installed on
PC-UT in order to facilitate the maintenance of the system.
PC-UT uses the video mode 800x600x16 Colors (Versa
0x102). This mode to be supported by a video card.
Text Mode Files .TXT can be modified to better adapt to the
software.
Files with extension _K are original files for English
language. Files with extension _F are original files for French
language.
The software has a CONFIG.INI file for easy modification in
view of future needs.
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Signal scanned
Signal on screen

Delay

Delay

Quintech delay capabilities

Quintech scans at emission for surface flaw detection. It
allows limiting delay signal on screen for minimum parasite
interference.
Reports
Reports are divided in two simple sections:
1. The first one gives the parameters for each
ultrasound data lane:
- Ultrasound speed
- Amplitude
- Emission length
- Emission width
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Quintech printed report

The second section presents the defects data:
- Which transducer has detected what defect
- Exactly where on the rail
- Where the defect starts, where it ends
- which transducer had a coupling failure
- data lane screens presenting the tests results
- data lane films presenting the tests in length,
- the name of the operators, qualifications,
certifications, signature.

Railspectech, all rights reserved 2013.
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